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Class A ERP is often misunderstood and confused with software tools and implementations but
is actually a management system for continuous improvement. This book will resolve these
myths by thoroughly describing the definition of Class A ERP and giving specifics for achieving
Class A performance in a reasonable timeframe. Examples from successes will be referenced to
and the author will build a case for breaking the journey to world-class performance into bite-
sized, doable focus areas. Class A ERP Implementation will help organizations set the stage for
maximum effectiveness of both Lean strategies and Six Sigma and establish ERP disciplines as
the prerequisite to success.

I recommend this book to all business leaders, manufacturing managers and materials
professionals. -- Kevin Stay, President, Brennen Industries, Division of Mathews Inc.This book
does a good job in describing the required elements for Class A ERP performance. I highly
recommend it. -- Howard Lance, Chairman and CEO, Harris CorporationAbout the
AuthorDonald H. Sheldon is president of DH Sheldon & Associates, an international consulting
firm headquartered in New York. As a practitioner, this leading expert previously served as
Director and General Manager of The Raymond Corporation's Worldwide Aftermarket Services
Division and as Vice President of Global Quality and Six Sigma Services for the NCR
Corporation. Prior to forming his own firm, Mr. Sheldon was Vice President for BUKER, Inc, of
Chicago, a world-recognized leader in management education and consulting. He has been
published in numerous magazines and journals and is author of the book Achieving Inventory
Accuracy and was co-author of The Road to Class A Manufacturing Resource Planning (MPR
II). He has been a frequent speaker at colleges, international conventions and seminars and he
is certified by APICS as CFPIM (Certified Fellow in Production and Inventory Management) and
as CIRM (Certified in Resource Management).
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Jim W, “Well written and enthusiastic throughout. Covers all of the .... Well written and
enthusiastic throughout. Covers all of the important material. I appreciated the author's
emphasis on accurate data and on the integration of Lean and Six Sigma with ERP.”

J. Guthrie, “A great resource for moving towards world class manufacturing. This is an excellent
book for understanding what a great ERP looks like and how to get there. It is a very easy read -
mixing actual business cases with theory but it does not get bogged down in technical
descriptions. It is a "soup to nuts" book on the entire Sales&Operations planning process.”

G. Sepelak, “Not all ERP Implementations are equal. As a professional who works with
enterprise systems that must integrate with ERP systems, I found this book very helpful. The
author succinctly defines what the ERP system should be doing for the business and provides a
framework to to measure whether the implementation is achieving the desired result.”

The book by Sammy Shina has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 3 people have provided feedback.
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